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Last slide from the last offline Acorde report (P. Podesta)  
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Outline 

•  OCDB Parameters 
•  RecoParams 
•  QA 
•  Calibration offline 
•  Geometry 
•  Task to finish  
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Idea: 

Put in OCDB the ACORDE’s calibration and config data. 
For calibration data: 

•  We set the information for each ACORDE’s module 
•  The information that we use is: Efficiency, rates and modules activity (normalized information of 
hits distribution).    

OCDB Parameters 
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Done (trunk #31495), By the creation of the ACORDE’s OCDB directory: 

$ALICE_ROOT/OCDB/ACORDE 

OCDB Parameters 

Calib 

Config 

Data 

RecoParam 

Efficiency 

ModulesActivity 

Rates 

Also  we  have  the 
macros  to  create 
and  store  them  in 
O C D B  ( t r u n k 
#31494) 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Also, now we have the macros to update the Acorde’s OCDB using the 
AliACORDECalib params: 

Available in $ALICE_ROOT/ACORDE/macros 

OCDB Parameters 

MakeACORDEOCDBCalib.C 

MakeACORDEOCDBConfigEff.C 

MakeACORDEOCDBConfigModAct.C 

MakeACORDEOCDBConfigRate.C 
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Acorde RecoParams 

Idea: 

ACORDE's RecoParams Version 1.0 

        In this version we only consider: 

•         The ACORDE's Trigger Mode (Single Muon Trigger or Multi Muon Trigger) 
•         The ACORDE's Trigger Mask (Same in SMT and MMT) 

    In Runs: Cosmics, PbPb, pp, by default we have the same RecoParams. To be 
discussed. Any idea or correction? 

RecoParams for ACORDE: 

•  Status of the trigger:  

•  fAcordeTriggerMode = "ACORDE_SINGLE" for ACORDE's Single Muon Trigger 
•  fAcordeTriggerMode = "ACORDE_MULTI" for ACORDE's Multi Muon Trigger 

•  Mask of the enabled modules: with 4 words (two for SMT and two for MMT) 

DONE WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AliACORDERecoParam class (trunk # 31492).   
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Acorde QA 

Thanks to Yves for debugging the code in AliACORDEDataMakerSim class. 

To finish: 

•  the QAChecker 
•  the implementation of the QA for each type of run. 

AliACORDEQAChecker (trunk # 31491) 

•  Two options for checking the histograms for each kind of AliRecoParam::kNSpecie: 
  Using the Acorde’s Reference Data (modules activity). Up to now, we use a 
very rudimentary test of reference histogram with QA histograms. It works, but 
needs more analysis in the future. 
  Using an inner checking: we look for close values of hits per channel 

Now we have « reference data » in $ALICE_ROOT/OCDB/ACORDE/* 
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Offline calibration 

In principle, the ACORDE’s electronic doesn’t provide enough 
information to implement a real calibration of ACORDE’s modules (to 
be done in upgrade of electronics implementing ADC’s). 
By now, we can put the results of experimental calibrations in the 
OCDB with the new macros (in others word, we are able to include the 
real efficiency by module; work in progress)  
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To finish 

Geometry:  
•  Minimal changes in geometry. 
•  Misalignment. 

Once the hardware calibration is done, to implement it in OCDB and to 
validate too after the changes in geometry. 

Trigger Task: We have the AliACORDETrigger class where we set the type 
of trigger. To implement a trigger processor function  

Thanks for your time !!! 

Further comments about Acorde’s Offline tasks:  
Pedro Podesta   <Pedro.Podesta@cern.ch> 
Arturo Fernandez  <afernan@mail.cern.ch> 


